Core Consultative Group

28/03/2023

09:00 – 12:00 (CET)
Microsoft Teams meeting
1. Welcome and Introduction

Practicalities, announcements and reminders

Practicalities

- During meeting
  - Please use the **Q&A functionality** in Teams to address questions (not the chat). If you have a specific question on the slide, include the slide number in your question.
  - After each topic there will be a short Q&A section to see if all key questions have been addressed

- Follow up
  - Minutes and final meeting documents will be shared with CCG distribution list
  - JAO Q&A forum
# 1. Welcome and introduction

## Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>WHO</th>
<th>TIMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Welcome and introduction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1 | • Announcements  
• Agenda for today | H. ROBAYE | 09:00 – 09:15 |
| **Individual validation** | | |
| 2 | • Explanation on Core individual validation approaches  
• Outline of transparency and reporting: Core Quarterly Report  
• Feedback on BDs 20221206 and 20221217 | STK manager, FB experts / A. ANDOR / L. VAN KESTEREN | 09:15 – 10:30 |
| **TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo** | | |
| 3 | • Introduction  
• CBCOs naming convention  
• Transmission outage publication  
• Static Grid Model  
• Publication Tool & JAO website | L. VAN KESTEREN / V. BRAUSEN / STK manager / M. NEMY / M. MIHAYLOVA / T. HURTIG | 10:45 – 11:45 |
| **AOB & closure** | | |
| 4 | • Next CCG meeting | R. OTTER / S. VAN CAMPENHOUT | 11:45 – 12:00 |

## APPENDIX

• Glossary of common abbreviations  
• Core TSOs information on individual validation
2. Individual validation

Explanation on Core individual validation approaches

Background

- During the Core Consultative Group meeting of November 15th, 2022, and in a note Core TSOs received from Market Participants (EFET, IFIEC, MPP) on December 22nd, 2022, Market Participants ask for more transparency on the Core TSO individual validation approaches.

Core TSOs have drafted an information deck to create the requested transparency on the Core FB DA CC individual validation approaches, containing the overview for:

- CEPS
- DAVinCy TSOs (50Hertz, APG, Amprion, TTN, TTG, TNG)
- Elia
- MAVIR
- SEPS, ELES, HOPS, TEL, PSE
- RTE

- Note: local fallbacks for individual validation are explained in the document Core FB MC – Ramr values, Local fallbacks.xls published on JAO: [https://www.jao.eu/core-fb-mc](https://www.jao.eu/core-fb-mc)

- Detailed information deck on the Core individual validation approaches can be found in the Annex
## 2. Individual validation

Core TSO Individual validation approaches: A high-level comparison

- The following table gives an overview of the various individual validation approaches/tools applied by the Core TSOs, including outlooks on reaction to possible changes, e.g. of the PTDF threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSOs</th>
<th>Circumstances*</th>
<th>RAs</th>
<th>Operational security scope**</th>
<th>Application of IVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAVinCy (50Hertz, Ampriion, APG, TNG, TTG, TTN)</td>
<td>8 vertices from FB and LTA domain, selected by distance and angle difference w.r.t. NPF</td>
<td>Redispatch (~15-40 GW), PSTs [topological RAs qualitatively, will be added to tool]</td>
<td>All own branches</td>
<td>All vertex CNECs, using substitute CNECs for foreign CNECs. Transpose non-CNEC overload to CNECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELES, PSE, HOPS, TEL</td>
<td>Depends on TSOs, can be chosen Closest vertex to RefProg or manually several vertices indicated by TSO from FB domain. PSE also checks LTA domain.</td>
<td>Topological RAs, Redispatch and PST</td>
<td>Own CNECs</td>
<td>Only CNECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPS</td>
<td>Continuously increased transit from DE to SEE</td>
<td>PSTs, topological RAs</td>
<td>All own branches</td>
<td>On overloaded branches. Transpose non-CNEC overload to CNECs if PTDF&lt;threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPS</td>
<td>Closest vertex to RefProg</td>
<td>Top. RAs</td>
<td>Own CNECs</td>
<td>Only CNECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTE</td>
<td>Vertices with overload on RTE CNEC(s)</td>
<td>Topological RAs</td>
<td>Own CNECs</td>
<td>On overloaded CNECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elia</td>
<td>2 Vertices per hour closest to the NPF, closes in the sense of weighted distance with the higher weight for hubs close to Belgium. Continuous monitoring in other to be capable to decide if other vertices should be chosen e.g. : max import + FR (see later slides)</td>
<td>Redispatch, PSTs [future: topological RAs]</td>
<td>CNECs (as long as PTDF threshold not too high)</td>
<td>Only on overloaded CNECs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAVIR</td>
<td>Define segments of FB + LTA domain where realistic market outcomes would overload and must be excluded.</td>
<td>With contingency analysis, the operator can decide on using topological RAs</td>
<td>All own branches</td>
<td>On overloaded branches. Transpose non-CNEC overload to CNECs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*circumstances: net positions or exchanges analysed during individual validation

**operational security scope: flows on which branches are monitored during individual validation?
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Core TSO Individual validation approaches: Overview of IVA application since Core DA CC Go-Live

- The average IVA application by DAVinCy TSOs is strongly linked to the formerly applied strict fallback application
  - 22.07.2022, 16.08.2022
  - Note: DAVinCy TSOs switched to light fallback (20% minRAM for Core) on 13.09.2022

- Normal IVA application (middle diagram; including instances of fallbacks for all TSOs, except for the no longer representative 2 BDs of strict DAVinCy fallback) shows slightly higher average relative IVAs at comparatively low frequency.

- Only depicting effective IVA for DAVinCy TSOs (right hand diagram), both relative IVA and frequency are below average. This is (in part) a success of the joint minimisation of IVA across 3 bidding zones

  1) Some IVAs of DAVinCy TSOs and other TSOs consist of a part that moves the CNEC to the considered vertex and another part that effectively reduces the domain at the vertex (see detailed concepts), and only the second part is comparable with IVAs of other TSOs

The figure is derived from the Final Computation (F316) and IVA Justifications (F315) that includes effective IVA values and notification in case of fallback-application.
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Outline of transparency and reporting: Core DA CCM Quarterly report - Introduction

As per Art 27(5) of the DA CCM, the quarterly report contains information on the following points:

1. External/allocation constraints
2. Flows resulting from Net Positions resulting from SDAC
3. Capacity reductions
   - Information per CNEC and MTU (Art. 20(13))
   - Aggregated information (Art. 20(14) and 20(15))

The report contains several xlsx files, as well as 2 Annexes and a reading guide, with the aim of introducing the reader to how all the reporting requirements are fulfilled and the location of each of the data item among the list of files attached

The reports are published on JAO website – [LINK]. Since the DA CC go-live, the Q2 2022 and Q3 2022 reports have been prepared and published

A high-level explanation of the contents related to capacity reductions is available on the next slides
Source file: QX_20XX_Reductions.xlsx

The worksheet Reductions_01 contains the information related to each specific reduction. Main points included:

- MTU, TSO, CNEC identification and volume of reduction (IVA) applied (columns A, B, C-D and E)
- Violated operational security limits (columns G-W) and circumstances (columns X-AL) for the reduction (relevant in case reduction was NOT applied as fallback – see column AM)
  - Columns G-W contain N/A if element with violated operational security limits coincides with element with IVA applied
- RAM in % of Fmax (column AR)

See below a few example entries from the Q3 2022 report.
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Outline of transparency and reporting: Core DA CCM Quarterly report - Aggregated info. – statistics

Source file: QX_20XX_Reductions-statistics.xlsx

The file contains the following statistics:

- Overview of MTUs with/without reductions applied and TSO-specific overview of applied reductions and MTUs
- Number, causes (IVA applied as Fallback or not), volume and estimated loss of economic surplus of reductions
- Occurrences of CNECs and distinct MTUs with CNECs with RAM<20% of Fmax or RAM = 0

See below a few example entries from the Q3 2022 report.
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Outline of transparency and reporting: Core DA CCM Quarterly report – Core TSO measures

Source file: Annex II_QX_20XX_Core TSOs measures for reductions

According to Articles 20(14)(b) and 20(15) of the DA CCM, Core TSOs have the obligation to provide general measures and/or action plans in order to avoid cross-zonal capacity reductions in the future, as follows:

- As per Article 20(14)(b): General measures to avoid cross-zonal capacity reductions in the future
- As per Article 20(15): When a given Core TSO reduces capacity for its CNECs in more than 1% of DA CC MTUs of the analysed quarter, the concerned TSO shall provide to the CCC a detailed report and action plan describing how such deviations are expected to be alleviated and solved in the future.

This annex contains the required information described above for each Core TSO that has applied capacity reductions for at least 1 DA CC MTU of the analysed quarter.
BDs 20221206 & 20221217 were characterised by comparably low capacities, for different reasons. Core TSOs analysed the issues that occurred and discussed possible improvements.

**BD 20221206**

Root cause: Congestions in TTN grid due to maintenance in the north, coinciding with input data issue

- There was a planned outage on one of two circuits of a critical line for several TSs during the day, and the simulated loss (N-1 contingency) of the second circuit resulted in high loadings on Meeden-Diele tie-line.
  - The planned outage was on an internal line close to high production area.
  - One of the two tie-line circuits from Meeden to Diele was also in outage.
- A large generator in NL north was fully restricted to run, but this was not represented on ENTSO-e Transparency Platform (ETP) as being unavailable, therefore this generator contributed to the high loadings in CGM and also in DAVinCy (for which TTN take information directly from the ETP).
- This combined with extraordinary grid situation, resulted in the single Meeden-Diele tie-line being loaded for 200% in the CGM, and ultimately causing IVA application by the individual validation with the DAVinCy tool.

Implemented short term mitigation measure (partly removing need for IVAs)

- Simulate cross-border RD between DE-NL in DAVinCy
  - DAVinCy TSOs recomputed the BD with the new measure which improved the situation but still IVA was applied by DAVinCy for the constraining hours
- Mitigations by TTN: ensured sanity check by operators & requested respective generator to ensure timely communication to ensure ETP reflects correct status of generator.

In general, application of (large) IVA reflects issues in the grid accurately, as these do not necessarily indicate a tool or process problem.
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Feedback on BDs 20221206 and 20221217 – root cause analysis & possible improvements  2/3

BD 20221217

Description of operational observations & activities: DAVinCy process led to identification of merging issue

- DAVinCy operators had doubts on the validation results and triggered a DAVinCy operator-expert call. This triggered a check on input data.
- TTG expert detected unrealistic flows during CC process and investigation showed 1. discrepancy between CGM and RefProg, and 2. unrealistic RefProg and NPs in CGM.
  - DAVinCy TSOs contacted the Merging Operator to investigate issues in merging process
- DAVinCy operators decided to apply fallback during individual validation (20% minRAM) as DAVinCy results were not plausible.
- Core TSO Incident Committee call was initiated and merging issues were discussed. Core TSO operators analysed the impact on the CC process and decided DFPs were not needed considering the DAVinCy process fallback as sufficient (which could in any case not be changed at this moment in the process).
- More detailed ex-post analysis also point towards issues in merging and led to a mitigation in the merging process.

Origin of observed discrepancies: Merging issue, potentially due to replacement of configuration file for Italy North DA CC.

Short term mitigations for potential root cause have been implemented by the Merging Entity

- Warning for merging operator that configuration file was changed
- Cross-check implemented in merging tool to detect whether configuration file name is as expected. If not, error message is provided including actions to solve the issue and correct (and re-start) merging
To avoid similar operational issues, Core TSOs are investigating and discussing possible improvement options

- Central operational monitoring such as a quality check (for merging results)
  - Could allow for adjustment of TSO input and re-run of merging or at least early awareness for the remaining process

- Possibly, include additional checks in TSOs' individual validation processes
  - Example of BD 20221217 shows that such checks (in this case in DAVinCy) can indicate central quality issues
  - Respective TSOs could inform other TSOs during operations via CCB or trigger a TIIC in case these additional checks would show a critical or implausible situation
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MPs feedback on data publication: Introduction

During the Core Consultative Group meeting on November 15th 2022, Market Participants presented feedback and requests regarding Core FB DA CC data publication & the Publication Tool (PuTo).

Core TSOs reviewed the feedback and requests from MPs regarding Core FB DA CC data publication & the PuTo and provide a response in the following slides, organised per topic (and including the feedback received from MPs):

1. CBCOs naming convention
   o Duplicates ID issue
2. Transmission outage publication
3. Static Grid Model
4. Publication Tool & JAO website
   o ‘UID’ parameters computation
   o Varia – JAO website
   o Varia – CBCO missing information
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 1. CBCO Naming Convention – Duplicates ID issue

Core TSO Feedback

- APG: local tool caused double CNECs. This should have been fixed beginning of September.
  - Duplicates with Imax=9999 applies are necessary for post-processing of data and do not impact capacities.
- Amprion: No duplicates in initial input file found.
  - The duplicates appear due to curative topological RA (PATL and TATL CNECs).
  - Duplicates with Imax = 9999 are necessary for post-processing of data and do not impact capacities.
- ELES: The duplicates appear due to curative topological RA (PATL and TATL CNECs)
- PSE: The duplicates appear due to curative (PST) RA (PATL and TATL CNECs)
- RTE: The duplicates appear due to curative topological RA (PATL and TATL CNECs)
- TNG: The duplicate of TNG was one time occurrence, already fixed since 02-07-2022
- TTN: TTN acknowledges some duplicate CNECs which are accidentally submitted and currently we are working on a fix

Core TSOs will include additional explanation in the PuTo Handbook [LINK] regarding duplicate IDs

- Proposed topics for explanations on next slide
Proposed explanation to be added to the PuTo handbook:

- **What are PATL and TATL CNECs**
  - PATL is the permanent admissible thermal limit of a network element
  - TATL is the temporary admissible thermal limit of a network element, higher than the PATL. For a short time PATL limit can be exceeded provided TATL is not exceeded

- **Why duplicate IDs appear due to curative topological RA (PATL and TATL CNECs)**
  - Depending on the used kind of RA, PATL or TATL is relevant for the CNEC. For example, RTE has a lot of curative topological RAs. The main principle is the availability to exceed the PATL provided 1) it doesn't exceed the TATL and 2) the current is back under the PATL after application of curative RA. If such a curative RA is applied during NRAO for a specific CNEC, two CNECs (instead of one) are represented in order to take into account those two constraints.

- **The existence of the duplicates with Imax=9999**
  - Already on the handbook: "Network elements with Imax = 9999 and that can appear at first sight as duplicates of CNECs. These CNECs relate to borders between Core and non-Core countries and are technically part of the dataset as they are needed to calculate the non-core exchanges KPI;"
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MPs feedback on data publication: 1. CBCO Naming Convention – Duplicates ID issue

- The following combination of identifiers should be unique but we often observe duplicates for the same hour with different FB parameters – which occurrence to choose?
  - 'tso', 'cneName', 'cneEic', 'direction', 'hubFrom', 'hubTo', 'substationFrom', 'substationTo', 'elementType', 'fmaxType', 'contTso', 'contName', 'contingencies'

- Some observed duplicates since go live:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tso</th>
<th>Nb duplicates since go live</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APG</td>
<td>2222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPRION</td>
<td>953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSE</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNETBV</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTE</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELES</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSNETBW</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All duplicates found - raw

Recommendation:
- TSOs should clean their configuration to remove all current outstanding duplicates
- TSOs should set up systematic duplicate CNECs data checks that raise warnings in order to promptly correct the duplicates as they arise
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MPs feedback on data publication: 2. Transmission outage publication

Core TSOs assessed the MPs feedback and suggestions on transmission outage publication and created an overview of the individual outage publication approaches

- Core TSOs have the legal obligation to publish “network outages” according to the Transparency Regulation and REMIT Regulation. The document issued by ACER provides guidance on how to do this.
- As there is no legal requirement which platform to use nor what scope to consider, Core TSOs apply different practices.

Core TSOs provide visibility on the different outage publication approaches, including information per TSO on:

- Scope of publication
- Timing of publication: outage planning cycle
- Location of publication (central platform: ENTSO-E TP, local platform)
- Publication of impact on cross-border capacities per timeframe (yearly-NTC, monthly-NTC, short-duration outage)
- The overview including detailed information per Core TSO on the individual outage publication approaches can be found enclosed.

To understand better MPs suggestions, Core TSOs would like to discuss the expectations and limitations of what can be done with centralised / daily publication of outages.

- Q: What would MPs like to assess with the outage publication information?
  - TSOs assume the main (only?) purpose is to assess the impact on cross-zonal capacities.
  - The short-term visibility on capacities is provided by the daily publication of results
  - The longer-term visibility on impact of outages was covered in SPAICs in CWE (a process that was defined jointly between MPs and CWE TSOs).
    - In Core, the CC process changed with NRAO, virtual capacity and validation. Consequently, Core TSOs are reworking the SPAICC approach for which an update will given in next Core CG (05/04).
      - Note: Core TSOs agree that assessing the impact on NTC is not relevant for the Core FB MC.
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MPs feedback on data publication: 2. Transmission outage – 1

1. Platform and format:
   - not all TSOs publish data through ENTSOE
   - not all TSOs publish the data according to ACER guidances
   - Exotic platform non consistent with ACER guidances:
     - https://www.50hertz.com/en/Transparency/GridData/Congestionmanagement/OutageandPlanning (though seems to respect ACER guidances)
     - https://www.hops.hr/en/planned-disconnections-in-next-week
     - https://www.transelectrica.ro/documents/10179/91762/6functionare1a.xls/8cd2bfad-9361-4148-bb54-5613e32068be
     - GIIP (gasinsideinformationplatform.pl) (PSE)
   - Recommendation:
     - Ideally all CORE TSOs should published outages in a single platform (ENTSOE TP could be a good candidate)
     - Independently of the publication platform, TSOs should respect ACER guidances:
       - NORDIC TSOs current practice should be seen as a good example to follow (common platform NUCLS / UMM format consistent with ACER guidances)
2. Scope of outage publication – which outages should be published?
   o We believe there are important CORE outages that are not published (especially internal lines)
   o Right table shows number of distinct EIC (network element) that has at least an outage that starts in that year on Entsoe Transparency Platform
   o Very few or no outages published on many borders/for many TSOs
   o Recommendation:
     ▪ We believe all outages on monitored CORE CNECs must be published as a minimum requirement
     ▪ Ideally, all outages impacting the PTDF/RAM on CNECs should be published (as they are “likely to significantly affect the prices of wholesale energy products”**)
     ▪ As it might be difficult to assess quantitively the previous point, an easier criteria would be to publish all outages on network element present in CORE static grid model

3. Outage Impact on cross border capacities
   o We see three possible ways of publishing impact of transmission outage:
     ▪ 1. No impact published, just the network element outage start date / end date is published
     ▪ 2. Legacy NTC impact of transmission outage on bilateral commercial borders
     ▪ 3. Nordic flow-based proposal: publishing Reference full network FB domain vs reference FB domain with the outage:
       [https://nordic-rcc.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/8.-NUCS_LT.pdf](https://nordic-rcc.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/8.-NUCS_LT.pdf). Similar to the SPAIC process, but rendered systematic and with high standards for data quality / tooling
   o **Recommendation:**
     ▪ We think option 3 would be the best but is likely to take time to implement.
     In the meantime, options 2 (current) seems meaningless given we are in a FB world and create barrier for TSOs to publish required outages. As a result, temporarily, we are in favor of option 1 coupled with more outage published

4. Transmission outage considered in D2CF
   o Even if all above recommendations are followed, it would still be impossible to know what outage TSOs have considered when building their D2CF. Indeed, TSOs might “freeze” their view of forward outage at a certain arbitrary time in D-2 that could change / be different for each TSOs
   o **Recommendation:**
     ▪ Extract from D2CF all considered outage in the D2CF per MTU and publish it as a new dataset on JAO Publication tool
5. Outage planning
   o We observed that barely any outage are published for Y+1 (cf Table on slide “Transmission outage – 2” / column 2023)
   o As a result, every year in Q4, we have almost no information on Q1 despite being only few months away.
   o This publication pattern seems to come from TSO yearly planning cycle which is generally finalized around end of the year
   o **Recommendation:**
     - Each TSO should explain their outage planning cycle so that market parties can know whether the absence of outage means no outage or means outage planning not yet finalized
     - Even though outage planning is not yet finalized, it is better to publish approximate expected outages rather than publishing nothing.
     - TSOs should try to have outage published for all tradable horizons (i.e., at least up to end of Y+1)
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

Core TSO feedback

1. Transmission lines and transformers completeness
   - All the lines that fulfil the criteria for publishing in the SGM were included in the latest version of the SGM

2. Substation standard topology description
   - The request for standard bus bas schema goes beyond the legal definition of the SGM

3. Voltage level coverage
   - The Core DA CCM defined the SGM in following way: a list of relevant grid elements of the transmission system, including their electrical parameters. In other words, aim of the SGM is not to create a copy of a D2CF model
   - Nevertheless, for every element published in the Core SGM a relevant voltage level is published. SGM Handbook [LINK] includes clear criteria, which elements are listed – these are tie-lines, internal lines, auto-transformer under-voltage level 380/220 kV and Phase Shifting Transformers under-voltage level 380kV or 220kV. Listed are only those assets which are strictly the property of the Core TSOs. The definition is as broad as possible taking into account technical and legal possibilities of the Core TSOs

4. Transformers
   - Correctness and completeness of data will be done in the next update of the SGM

5. Internal German tie-lines
   - These will be included in the tie-lines sheet of the next update of the SGM

In line with the DA CCM obligations, Core TSOs are preparing an update of their SGM every 6 months. The next update is foreseen by the end of Q1 2023 and this version will include above communicated TSO conclusions
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

1. It seems that CORE static grid model is not complete in terms of transmission lines and transformers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>APG</th>
<th>50HZ</th>
<th>ELES</th>
<th>TNG</th>
<th>MAVIR</th>
<th>TEL</th>
<th>CEPS</th>
<th>SEPS</th>
<th>TTG</th>
<th>PSE</th>
<th>RTE</th>
<th>AMP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>count_tfos_missing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attached Full list of missing 400/220 TFOs:

- We’ve also spotted some missing lines in the static grid model (there could be more…):
  - LIT 400kV N0 2 AVELIN – GAVRELLE
  - 220kV - Hausruck - St. Peter - 204A

- **Recommendation**: 
  - TSOs should review that their static grid model are exhaustive for the voltage level they publish
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

2. Market players can’t simulate 2 nodes topology nor model how PSTs are connected because of the lack of substation standard topology description.

- **Recommendation**:
  - For each substation that contains PSTs or that can be operated under a 2 node topology in the RAO, a standard bus bar schema should be published as shown in the example bellow

![Diagram](https://www.acm.nl/sites/default/files/old_publication/bijlagen/13001_annex-16-4-examples-remedial-actions.pdf)
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

- Example substation topology Zandvliet 400kV

source: https://www.google.com/maps/@51.3695441,4.2476233,467m/data=!3m1!1e3

380 kV Rilland - Zandvliet (grijs) (29)

380 kV Rilland - Zandvliet (wit) (30)

PST ZAND 1

PST ZAND 2

TFO 400/150 1

TFO 400/150 2

Zandvliet-Doel (25)

Zandvliet-Lillo (65)

Zandvliet-Lillo (66)

Zandvliet-Doel (26)

Zandvliet-Doel (26)
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

3. Voltage level coverage
   o It is not clear for market players what are the voltage levels that TSOs model in their D2CF
   o In particular the main uncertainty concerns the modelling of the 150/132/110kV voltage level
   o **Recommendation:**
     ▪ All TSOs should provide the list of the voltage level they model in their D2CF and whether these voltage levels are modelled through equivalent equipment or real equipment
     ▪ All real or virtual equipment (line / transformer) that are modelled in the D2CF should be provided in the CORE static grid model
   o (note that recommendation 1 is not needed anymore if recommendation 2 is followed)
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MPs feedback on data publication: 3. Static Grid Model

4. Transformers
   - It seems that transformer parameters published in static grid model have a wide range of values.
   - For example, below the distribution of parameters for all 400kV(Primary)-220kV(Secondary) transformers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance_R(Ω)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactance_X(Ω)</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>-11.7</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susceptance_B (µS)</td>
<td>-27.7</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>-669.6</td>
<td>-14.2</td>
<td>-9.4</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductance_G (µS)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   - Susceptance and conductance not published for a large number of transformers
   - **Recommendation**:
     - If the wide range of parameters is coming from different modelling of transformer (different conversion of 3 windings transformer to 2 windings transformer equivalent for example), TSOs should align the way they model transformer in the CORE static grid model so that those parameters can be used uniformly by standard load flow software

4. Internal German tie lines
   - There are still some German TSOs that published internal tie line in the “lines” sheet, some in the “Tielines” sheet
   - **Recommendation**: choose a convention and follow it consistently for all DE TSOs (preferably consider them in “tie-lines” sheet)
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website - ‘UID’ parameters computation

A script is used to generate this data:
  - The values for RAM_UID and LTA_UID parameters are correct.
  - There seems to be indeed an issue with the RAM_f and LTA_f parameters.

This data publication is specific to the transitional phase we are in now until IDCC go-live. Once IDCC goes live, this data publication will be stopped.

The following pragmatic approach is proposed:
  - To fix the script for the future business days from the transitional period described in 1st amendment of ID CCM from Annex 5.
  - MPs to use the RAM_UID and LTA_UID which are correct values for the business days from the past as well because these values are calculated by the CC tool to check the RAM used for the ID ATC extraction.
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website - Extraction process for the initial IntraDay ATC

- Reminder: **a new FB and LTA domain must be reconstructed** with ID-specific values prior to launching the ATC extraction for intraday (now done by optimization):

  - The TSOs have started publishing on JAO the intermediary calculation steps for the ID ATC extraction, e.g. the LTA UID domain and the FB UID domain.

In brief:
1) Recompute FB and LTA domains with new parameters
2) Launch extraction algorithm with these parameters
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website - It is not clear how the published ‘UID’ parameters are computed from the final DA values

- According to the public *Intra-Day Capacity Calculation Methodology*, the FB domain in ID is obtained from the following formula:

\[
\text{RAM}_{\text{UID}} = \max(0, \frac{\text{PTDF}_f \times \text{NP}_{\text{AAC}}}{\text{F}_{\text{SDAC}}})
\]

- However for some CNECs the UID value does not seem to follow that rule in the published files:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>TSO</th>
<th>NEC ID</th>
<th>Contingency ID</th>
<th>branchStatus</th>
<th>F_{SDAC}</th>
<th>F_{AAC}</th>
<th>RAM before_Adjust</th>
<th>RAM after_Adjust</th>
<th>RAM_{UID}</th>
<th>Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2_CBCO_00011</td>
<td>D7_CO_00025</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0.89506</td>
<td>93.80477</td>
<td>94.699861</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>109.6</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2_CBCO_00007</td>
<td>D7_CO_00023</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0.89506</td>
<td>93.80477</td>
<td>94.699861</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>113.6</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2_CBCO_00012</td>
<td>D7_CO_00008</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0.89506</td>
<td>93.80477</td>
<td>94.699861</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>114.4</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2_CBCO_00010</td>
<td>D7_CO_00005</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>0.89506</td>
<td>93.80477</td>
<td>94.699861</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>128.6</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>NL</td>
<td>NL_CBCO_00035</td>
<td>D7_CO_00018</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>1.05104</td>
<td>117.70641</td>
<td>118.757456</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- According to the public *Intra-Day Capacity Calculation Methodology*, the LTA domain in ID is obtained from the following formula:

\[
\text{LTA}_{\text{UID}} = \max(0, \frac{\text{SEC}_{\text{DA}}}{\text{F}_{\text{AAC}}})
\]

- However for some borders the UID value does not seem to follow that rule in the published files:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Exchange</th>
<th>LTA before_Adjust</th>
<th>LTA after_Adjust</th>
<th>SEC_{DA}</th>
<th>LTA_{UID}</th>
<th>Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>AT-CZ</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>174.5</td>
<td>-1694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>AT-DE</td>
<td>4819</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>-1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-09-15</td>
<td>AT-HU</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>393.8</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>-1502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: here some borders end up with much larger LTA in ID than in DA which is counter-intuitive.
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website – Varia – JAO website  1/3

Core TSO feedback on MPs feedback on PuTo and JAO website:

- Filtering and showing page >10 has stopped working for (at least) Final on the website.
  - JAO is working on a solution to fix the issue before the end of Q2 2023

- The website and the API do not return the same headers (e.g. F0Core and FCore). On the website some could be swapped around and some are imprecise (MinRamTarget probably means MinRamTargetCore)
  - JAO is working on a solution to fix that before the end of Q2 2023

- Neither of the website and the API are consistent with the EU terminology of MACZT
  - Please refer to PuTo Handbook page 16 where explanations are provided:
    - This issue will be fixed on the next release of CCCt before the end of Q1 2023

- Hub From/ Hub To in ShadowPrices is confusing – they are probably something related to the border generation welfare gains but the documentation says “The structure of the page is the same as for the initial/initial Computation page cf. 5.14 with the exception that the column “pre-solved” is replaced with the shadow price the limiting CNEC has.” (leading to think it’s the geographical from/to)
  - This topic will be clarified in the PuTo Handbook before the end of Q1 2023
  - Proposed clarification: "The Hub From/Hub To columns refer to the maxZ2ZPtdf columns and indicates for which cross zonal exchange the binding CNEC has its maximum sensitivity."
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website – Varia – JAO website  2/3

Overview of improvements planned for PuTo by Q1 2023.

1) Publication of the “alpha” parameter.
   - In the context of Ext LTA inclusion the cross-zonal capacities are described as the union of a FB domain and a LTA domain.
   - The “alpha” parameter indicates the share of the FB domain vs. the share of the LTA domain as applied by Euphemia during the allocation.
   - A separate page will be added to the PuTo with the value of this parameter per MTU.

2) Fix of the “minRAM target Core %” parameter.
   - This parameter describes the capacity for Core exchanges by netting the non-Core exchanges to the R_amr
     - Reminder: R_amr is the target for the minimum amount of capacity to be made available for the totality of cross-zonal exchanges. This is 70% or the value applicable according to action plans / derogations.
   - Known limitation in PuTo: in case AMR = 0, the value shown is not the target but the actual RAM provided.
   - The fix removes this limitation so that always the target is shown.

Non-Core exchanges: 20 MW thus 20/360 = 5.6% of Fmax
3) Better structuring of the information on validation reductions
   o BEFORE: all information is concatenated into the justification field; not all Core TSOs publish on daily basis in PuTo the information on the circumstances (scenario) that led to the application of capacity reduction
   o AFTER: the data is structured into 4 parts
   o TIMING: the functionality becomes centrally available with the next CCTool release (end Q1). Taking into account local implementation work, the switch is spread out from the moment when the functionality becomes available (DAVinCy TSOs, MAVIR, SEPS) over Q1 2023 (CEPS, ELIA, RTE) to begin Q2 2023 (HOPS, PSE, TEL)

Indicates how much of the IVA was applied on the CNEC after it was brought from a non-pre-solved to a pre-solved state
   – optional as utilization depends on individual validation approach

Indicates the element that is congested which can be different from the element upon which IVA is applied
   – optional as utilization depends on individual validation approach
Filtering and showing page >10 has stopped working for (at least) Final on the website.

The website and the API do not return the same headers (e.g. F0Core and FCore). On the website some could be swapped around and some are imprecise (MinRamTarget probably means MinRamTargetCore).

Neither of the website and the API are consistent with the EU terminology of MAZCT.

Hub From/ Hub To in ShadowPrices is confusing – they are probably something related to the border generation welfare gains but the documentation says “The structure of the page is the same as for the initial/final Computation page cf. 5.14 with the exception that the column “pre-solved” is replaced with the shadow price the limiting CNEC has.” (leading to think it’s the geographical from/to):
3. TSO response to MPs feedback on data publication & PuTo

MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website - Varia – CBCO missing information

Core TSO Feedback

- **APG: Zaya/Bisamberg – Sokolnice [AT-CZ]:** This new line/substation went into operation last year and partly replaced old lines. There may have been an error regarding the EIC codes/names. This is currently under investigation and will be fixed as soon as possible.

Other AT / APG CNEs: It is not clear, which network elements are addressed here. If market parties could provide the CNEs and which information is missing, we would be happy to investigate and correct them if necessary.

- **CEPS: Zaya/Bisamberg – Sokolnice [AT-CZ]:** This line went into operation last year. There may have been an error regarding the EIC codes/names. This is currently under investigation and will be fixed as soon as possible.

- **ELIA: Issue description:** the “Hub From” & “Hub To” fields are empty for 1 CNEC in the publication tool whilst they should have been filled in both with “BE” (as done in many other instances of this CNE). Feedback: the concerned CNE was subject to a topological change on BD 23/06/2022. The update to the publication names dictionary was overlooked. This gap was identified and corrected in the course of August 2022.

- **HOPS: [HR-SI] 400kV Zerjavinec – Cirkovce** is a new tieline between Croatia and Slovenia from mid-2022, while we missed immediately to enter properly Publication Name details in the CCCt (HOPS and ELES party) at the beginning of its operation. We noticed this issue on 6.12. and both updated.

- **MAVIR: MAVIR – HOPS tieline, Zerjavinec – Heviz1,** this tieline was included in the DA FB CC, during the first week of July 2022, in the CC tool publication database it was not defined at the time it was included in the DA FB CC. Therefore, it had missing information, e.g., EIC, border for 48 timestamps at that time.

- **TTG:** The line in question is a tripod. Originally, it had only a single EIC, i.e., each leg of the tripod had the same EIC. This might have led to mapping issues. In the meantime, each leg of the tripod has been assigned a separate EIC, which has been reflected in the database in early January.

---

**MPs** are invited to provide the CNEs and which information is missing in order to properly investigate and correct them if necessary for the publication of future BDs.
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MPs feedback on data publication: 4. PuTo and JAO website - Varia – CBCO missing information

- According to regulations, every critical branch should contain information about the bidding zones it connects, as well as EIC of the CNE => this is not the case as explained in the analysis hereunder:

'tso', 'cneName', 'cneEic', 'direction', 'hubFrom', 'hubTo', 'substationFrom', 'substationTo', 'elementType', 'fmaxType', 'contTso', 'contName', 'contingencies'

---

### CNEs with missing information

#### 1) Introduction

According to regulations, every critical branch should contain information about the bidding zones it connects, as well as EIC of the CNE.

The purpose of this report is to identify instances of missing information in published CNEs and to investigate whether missing information can reasonably be retrieved from other published instances of the same or similar CNEs. The period investigated is from 12th of June to 31st of August inclusive.

To identify similar looking names, an algorithm scoring strings based on how human-similar they look and read was used. It identified at least 3 similar looking CNEs for every CNE which had unpublished data. From there, CNEs were looked on a case-by-case basis. We also compared EICs to make sure we don’t miss information. Every reasonable attempt within the limit of the information contained within the dataset was made.

#### 2) Results

A total of 19 CNEs and 11407 instances of missing information were detected (One instance is one CNE per timestamp. Note: if we looked at CNEs, they would be orders of magnitude more.) We will now look at them on a case-by-case basis.

##### 2.1) Zaya/Nisamberg – Solonicice [AT-CZ]

This CNE consists of a single circuit line, but it comes up under 8 different names (more if we include inconsistent hyphen and space placement). 6 of which have missing border and/or EIC information occasionally. It is monitored jointly by APG and CEPS. For a user to be able to understand where this CNE is located, they would need to both look for similar names and match by EIC.

##### 2.2) Other AT / APG CNEs

There are another 9416 instances of 8 other APG monitored CNEs spanning AT-SE, AT-OE, AT-AT and AT-CZ borders showing up without border information but with EIC. They could be matched using the EIC code to other instances of themselves.

---

#### 2.3) Y-Mercator (Osel-Lille)380.52

This [BE-BE] CNE, monitored by ELIA shows up without border information sometimes (672 times), but often it also shows up under the same name with border information.

#### 2.4) Zerjavinc - Heviz 1

This [HR-HU] CNE, monitored by MAVIR shows up 48 times without border and EIC information. It was matched to a very similar sounding CNE Zerjavinc-Heviz.

#### 2.5) Plattling-Schwandorf 465

This [DE-DE] CNE, monitored by TENNETGMBH shows up 144 times without border information. Using the EIC, it was matched to Y Plattling-Pleinring 465.

#### 2.6) 40kV Zerjavinc-Cirkovce

This was the hardest to identify CNE. It showed up 260 times and contained no border information, and no EIC information. By looking at CNEs containing these hubs as a start/endpoint it was identified as a [HR-SL] CNE, monitored by HOPS.

#### 3) Summary

Below is a summary of how many instances of missing information each TSO had.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSO</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APG</td>
<td>10225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIA</td>
<td>672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPS</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNETGMBH</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPS</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAVIR</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s very clear that APG has the biggest problem with publishing information. However, with them it was relatively easy to identify another record with all the required information. On the other hand, while HOPS had only one problematic CNE, it was much harder to identify, since it contained virtually no useful information.
4. AOB & closure

Next meeting and communication channels

Proposal for next Core Consultative Group in 2023
- 05/04/2023 → Changed to 18/04/2023
- 04/10/2023

Existing Core communication channels

Core Consultative Group mailing list
- Register for future updates by subscribing to https://magnusenergypmo.hosted.phplist.com/lists/?p=subscribe

Core section on ENTSO-E website
- Upload of methodologies and reports on public consultations, current status of the Core CCR program, CG minutes
- Link: https://www.entsoe.eu/network_codes/ccr-regions/#core

ENTSO-E newsletter
- Regular updates on the different CCRs (e.g., submitted methodologies, launch of public consultations)
- Subscription via https://www.entsoe.eu/contact/

Q&A forum on JAO website
- Provides space to Market Participants to ask questions about the External Parallel Run and other relevant topics:
- Link: http://coreforum.my-ems.net/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACER</td>
<td>Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHC</td>
<td>Advanced Hybrid Coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>Bidding Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CACM</td>
<td>Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Capacity Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR</td>
<td>Capacity Calculation Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGM</td>
<td>Common Grid Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGMES</td>
<td>Common Grid Model Exchange Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNEC</td>
<td>Critical Network Element with a Contingency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Cost Sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
<td>Coordinated Security Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAM</td>
<td>Coordinated Security Analysis Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSA</td>
<td>Coordinated Regional Operational Security Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Day-Ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTSO-E</td>
<td>European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAT</td>
<td>Final Acceptance Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIT</td>
<td>Functional Integration Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>Flow Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSK</td>
<td>Generation Shift Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLSK</td>
<td>Generation Load Shift Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDCC</td>
<td>Intraday Capacity Calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGM</td>
<td>Individual Grid Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA</td>
<td>Individual Validation Adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF-SA</td>
<td>Load Flow Security Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRA</td>
<td>National Regulatory Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRAO</td>
<td>Non-costly Remedial Action Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Remedial Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAO</td>
<td>Remedial Action Optimizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFI</td>
<td>Request for Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Request for Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD&amp;CT</td>
<td>Redispatching and Countertrading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSC</td>
<td>Regional System Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSO</td>
<td>Transmission System Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHC</td>
<td>Simple Hybrid Coupling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO GL</td>
<td>System Operation Guideline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Site Acceptance Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>System Integration Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1/V2</td>
<td>Version 1 / Version 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XNE</td>
<td>Cross-border element</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Core TSOs information on individual validation
Core TSOs information on individual validation

Introduction

To ensure consistency in the information provided per approach, Core TSOs used below table of content for the explanation of their respective individual validation approaches:

1. How are the circumstances selected?
2. How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
3. Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?
4. How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?
5. Fallbacks: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it
6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)
7. Envisaged improvements: optional, in case you have further developments of your local tool planned
Philosophy of our approach
- Ensure that the Core Capacity Domain does not pose risk to the operational security
- Ensure efficient IVA application:
  o Minimize IVA application
  o Apply IVA directly on the overloaded grid elements
- Emphasis on quality of the validated CGM model

1) How are the circumstances selected?
- In ČEPS Individual Validation multiple scenarios (expected utilizations of the Capacity Domain) are analyzed:
  o The scenarios represent the best available forecast as well as deviation (surroundings) from the forecast towards the problematic constellations (based on the operational experience).

2) How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
- The above-mentioned scenarios are applied to the Core CGM, which is then used to perform load flow calculation and analysis of potential operational security risks.
  o For every time stamp only the most critical scenario (most severe overloads) is chosen for further processing.
- An automatic Remedial Action Optimizer is run to find the optimal deployment of the available remedial actions or set of the actions that would ensure operational security if the scenario came true.
- Results of the automatic process is verified by experienced operator, who can decide on an alternative set of remedial actions.
- Proposed solution must ensure operational security limits such as maximal flow, voltage limits, short-circuit limits,…
3) Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?

- All expected available remedial actions in accordance with the Article 20(5) of the Core CCM (currently PSTs, topological RAs) are considered during the validation.
- Remedial Action optimizer applies the remedial actions to the Core CGM and then reperform the load-flow calculation.

4) How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?

- In case, there is remaining overload on an element after the Remedial Actions optimization, RAM of the element is decreased by the value of overload effective to RAM.

5) Fallbacks: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it

- In case ČEPS’ individual validation tool is not available, there is no simple and at the same time precise way how to verify that the calculated cross-zonal capacity will not endanger operational security. Therefore a fallback calculation is triggered.
- Fallback calculation applies IVA on CNECs based on the statistical approach – statistics of applied IVA of the last 30 days, reflecting day of the week, time of the day.
- The fact that the fallback was applied is reported together with the resulting IVA values in the JAO Publication Tool.
6) Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

1) Various scenarios are created

2) Scenarios are applied to the Core CGM and load flow calculation is performed (operational security is analyzed)
6) Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

3) Remedial Actions are optimized to ensure operational security

4) IVA application to solve the remaining overloads
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Table of contents

“DAVinCy” = Day-Ahead Validation of Capacity
DAVinCy is
1. an individual validation process operated jointly by the TSOs of AT, DE & NL as part of DA CC
2. a tool used for comprehensive computations during this process

Table of contents
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• Selection of “circumstances”, i.e. potential market clearing points (vertices of the CZC domain)
• Assessment of operational security
• Application of IVA
• Overview of all Core individual validation approaches
• Fallbacks
• Case study
• Overview of IVA application by Core TSOs since Core DA CC Go-Live
• Envisaged improvements
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Preface: Distinction between market domain and physical domain

• **Market domain**: The model of grid capacity that is provided to the market (i.e. interface to SDAC)
  • Describes range of potential market clearing points (MCPs) that are offered to the market (subject to individual validation)
  • Union of flow-based and BEX restrictions domains
  • CNECs with RAM and fixed PTDF: Simplified linear model of real network constraints
  • PTDFs are based on fixed GLSKs. They approximate the “trade-off” between different cross-zonal exchange directions with respect to the utilisation of the grid
  • RAM contains virtual part (AMR), expressing a lump assumption of the benefit of remedial actions (RAs)
  • Market domain has 14 dimensions (12 BZs and 2 virtual hubs for ALEGro)

⇒ “Circumstances" (potential MCPs) to be validated are defined in the market domain
⇒ Reductions (IVA) can only be imposed in the market domain.
“Only the market domain can limit the market.”
**Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects**

**Preface:** Distinction between market domain and physical domain

- **Physical domain:** A more accurate model of the physical operational security limits
  - Critical branches with outages (CBCOs) with physical RAM
  - The impact of RAs on the flows on CBCOs is explicitly modelled
  - The physical domain has hundreds of dimensions (14 for the net positions plus one for each RA)
  - Consideration of technical power limits of generators: If, for a given net position, the GLSK assumption leads to \( P_i > P_{i,\text{max}} \) of generator \( i \), \( P_i \) is kept at \( P_{i,\text{max}} \) and the additional export is provided by some other generator(s) → This can be interpreted as superposition of the GLSK-based change of the dispatch and re-dispatch to respect technical limits → effectively, the GLSK evolves with the net position, and so do the PTDFs of the branches with respect to the cross-zonal exchanges
  - Consideration of physical CBCO RAM: If a potential MCP violates a CBCO limit, RAs can be activated (in the simulation) to relieve the CBCO. This RA activation changes the loading of all CBCOs (CNECs and non-CNECs)

→ **Overloaded branches can only be determined in the physical domain.**
→ **Due to the impact of RAs (levelling of flows to allow more MCPs for the market) the overloaded CBCOs can differ from the CNECs of the market domain.**
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Selection of “circumstances”, i.e. potential market clearing points

• Only intermediate CZC Domain (market domain), but no market outcome is known at the time of individual validation

• Approach: Projection of the common Core Net Position Forecast (NPF) to the edge of the FB Domain to consider maximum possible exchange granted by CZC domains → analyse vertices of the domain
  • Vertices are realistic in terms of market direction. However, the extent of exchanges may be high compared to historical values. This is due to the size of the CZC domain.
  • In most MTUs, SDAC leads to at least one limiting CNEC → plausible to consider edge of domain
  • If edge of domain cannot be reached by entire generation capacity in the BZ, DAVinCy only goes as far as generators allow. No IVA is applied for the “gap” between this point and the edge of the domain.

• Determination of realistic maximum exchange: 2 parallel criteria (based on statistical assessment showing that none of them is systematically more accurate and/or sufficient)
  • “Closest vertex”: Lowest weighted Euclidian distance of NPs from NPF
    • Weighting reflects that large NP shifts are less realistic for small bidding zones
    • Priority on vertices with many BZ having same sign as NPF
  • “Angle difference”: Most similar angle compared to NPF

• Consideration of 8 vertices from FB and BEX restrictions domains
  • 4 vertices from FB domain (2 by distance, 2 by angle)
  • 4 vertices from BEX restrictions domain (2 by distance, 2 by angle)
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Consideration of remedial actions

- **Consideration of all available RAs to secure as much cross-zonal capacity as possible**
  - Redispatch potential (RDP) reflecting close-to-real-time operational processes
    - ca. 15-40 GW of RDP, depending on hourly load/RES/market dispatch
    - including cross-zonal redispatch AT↔DE, DK1↔DE, CH↔DE
    - including expected RDP in NL despite actual RDP not known yet (due to market-based RD process, which clears after individual validation)
  - PSTs (inside the tool), topological RAs (operators’ assessment)

- **Determination of minimum required capacity reduction**
  - Approach: Maximise exchange towards the respective vertex of the *market domain*

  ![Diagram](image)

  - Net positions at zero balance
  - $V_1$ Analysed vertex (likely market outcome)
  - $V_1'$ Maximisation of exchanges towards $V_1$

  - The simulation algorithm continuously optimises RAs in the *physical domain* while shifting the MCP towards the vertex
  - maximise exchanges using all available RAs
  - → modelled in physical domain
  - limitations in physical domain
  - determine feasible MCPs in the market domain

  - $V_1'$ Maximisation of exchanges towards $V_1$
  - $BZ_A \to BZ_B$
  - $V_1'$ Analysed vertex (likely market outcome)
  - $V_1$ Maximisation of exchanges towards $V_1$
  - $BZ_C \to BZ_B$
Monitoring of operational security
- Load flow and contingency assessment based on the Common Grid Model (CGM)
- Flows are monitored on all branches (CBCOs) of DAVinCy TSOs
  - Consistent with the requirement to consider all available RAs
  - Required to capture the redistribution of flows due to the application of RAs
    - It is the consideration of all CBCOs which allows to harvest the benefit of RAs for the maximization of market options!
- The CBCOs that would be overloaded in the vertex (if RAs are insufficient) can be CNECs or non-CNECs. But then, this distinction is void anyway, because CNEC selection is based on PTDFs from static GLSKs of the market domain, whereas the effective PTDFs in the physical domain dynamically evolve due to redispatch needed to avoid violations of generator and/or flow limits: The PTDF of a CBCO with respect to a marginal increase of a given cross-zonal exchange close to the edge of the physical domain can differ significantly from the static GLSK-based PTDF of the market domain
- Special treatment of cross-zonal network elements to non-DAVinCy TSOs
  - No overloading allowed from applying RAs of DAVinCy TSOs. This avoids shift of congestion to non-DAVinCy grids
  - Overloading in the vertex (before applying RAs) is tolerated but not increased by RAs. This avoids undue capacity restrictions due to non-modelled cross-zonal redispatch with non-DAVinCy TSOs (will be introduced with coordinated validation)

*Some CBCOs are excluded to avoid unneeded reductions due to model limitations→ "blacklist"
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Application of IVA

• **Approach: Proportional contraction of the market domain (CZC domain)**
  - Reminder: Only the market domain can limit the market!
  - When a vertex cannot be made safely available, DAVinCy seeks to apply IVA on all CNECs intersecting at the vertex (“vertex CNECs”) → contract the domain safely towards zero balance

• **Consequence 1: Substitute CNECs needed for foreign vertex CNECs** → see details on next slide
  - Some vertex CNECs belong to foreign TSOs → DAVinCy TSOs cannot apply IVA on these
  - For each of these, DAVinCy looks up “substitute CNEC”, which belongs to a DAVinCy TSO and has a similar angle as the foreign vertex CNEC
  - As the substitute CNEC is outside of the domain, some IVA is needed to move it to the vertex, and some more IVA for the required contraction effect of the domain
  - This leads to nominally high IVAs which might appear to cause a large reduction, whereas only a share of them actually reduces the size of the domain
  → **IVA as such cannot be interpreted if it is on a substitute CNEC.**
  → **The split of IVA among “move” and “contract” is transparently reported**
  → **BTW: IVA can never be interpreted as is, because the impact on the domain depends on the PTDFs (cf. “relative RAM” approach in NRAO)**

• **Consequence 2: CNECs with IVA can differ from overloaded CBCOs**
  - IVA can only be applied to CNECs → 5% threshold for z2z PTDF applies, regardless of whether CNEC is from intermediate domain or assigned during individual val. pursuant to Art. 20(6) DA CCM
  → **DAVinCy applies IVA on a CNEC while the overloading was on another branch, regardless whether this is a CNEC or non-CNEC**

• **Consequences 1 and 2 are entirely independent from each other.** In particular, the first consequence (large nominal IVA due to the substitute CNEC approach) is in no way related to the location of the overloaded elements and whether these are CNECs or not.
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Application of IVA: IVAs on substitute CNECs

- In case operational security is endangered in vertex \( V_1 \), it can be maintained by shifting all vertex CNECs to a vector of net positions \( V'_1 \) that can be securely operated.
- CNECs forming vertex \( V_1 \) which are not under control by a DAVinCy TSO (50Hertz, APG, Amprion, Tennet DE&NL, TransnetBW) cannot be used by DAVinCy to shift to a secure point.
  - **Note that this issue will not be present for Coordinated Validation, as it is allowed to apply CVA on any CNEC**
- For such foreign vertex CNECs DAVinCy uses own non-presolved CNECs with similar angle as a substitute. For these CNECs, only a share of the IVA is used to effectively move to another vector of net positions. The other part is used to shift the CNEC to Vertex \( V_1 \). This split is reported as a part of the justification field for IVAs. Example: “IVA applied due to results of joint security analysis by 50Hertz, Amprion, APG, TNG, TTG, TTN: 100MW of the IVA are needed to shift the non-presolved CNEC to the considered vertex of the intermediate domain”

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 & \text{ Analysed vertex (likely market outcome)} \\
V'_1 & \text{ Maximum proportion of analysed vertex fulfilling all operational security constraints} \\
\end{align*}
\]
The DAVinCy process has been under relatively strong scrutiny by third parties. However, most of the aforementioned aspects of DAVinCy are not unique. The table in the main part of this slide deck gives an overview of the various individual validation approaches/tools applied by the Core TSOs, including outlooks on reaction to possible changes, e.g. of the PTDF threshold.

- See slide "Core TSO Individual validation approaches: A high-level comparison" in the main part of this slide deck.

- The resulting frequency and amount of IVAs, insofar as they effectively reduce the domains at the analysed vertices, are below average.

- See slide "Core TSO Individual validation approaches: Overview of IVA application since Core DA CC Go-Live" in the main part of this slide deck.
The DAVinCy process contains a multi-step fallback approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fallback stage</th>
<th>Capacity provided</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scenario A</strong> Replacement for missing or corrupt input data (data not from CCCt), e.g. by using data from previous BD</td>
<td>Based on regular validation using the replaced data</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scenario B</strong> (Results implausible for subset of hours): Apply minRAM% for subset of hours, normal results for other hours</td>
<td>• RAM for Core exchanges: ≥20%·$F_{\text{max}}$ &amp; LTA inclusion in affected hours • based on regular validation for remaining hours</td>
<td>• Daily reporting pursuant to Art. 25(2)(d)(xi) DA CCM (Publication Tool) • Quarterly report pursuant to Art. 20(13) DA CCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scenario C</strong> (Tool failure or results implausible for all hours): Apply minRAM% for all hours</td>
<td>RAM for Core exchanges: ≥20%·$F_{\text{max}}$ &amp; LTA inclusion</td>
<td>• Daily reporting pursuant to Art. 25(2)(d)(xi) DA CCM (Publication Tool) • Quarterly report pursuant to Art. 20(13) DA CCM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Case study

• The following slides show a case study highlighting the following aspects
  • Example showing how a large amount of redispatch is used to avoid IVA to the extent possible
  • Example showing the functioning of substitute CNECs and the split of IVA into the part for moving the CNEC to the vertex and the part that shifts the vertex towards zero balance
  • Some statistics about the magnitude of IVA
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects

Case study BD20220830_H22

• Congestions before application of RAs in the most critical analysed vertex

→ Congestion can only be relieved by application of IVA
→ All available RAs with positive sensitivity on congested element (1500 MW of RD plus 11 PSTs) were applied in the simulation before capacity was reduced

• Optimal redispaching in combination with capacity reduction to solve congestions
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• No cross-border RD between NL and DE assumed, as there are currently no guaranteed processes for cross-border RD in place
• RD in Germany and Austria only determined to reduce loop-flows, which has a small sensitivity on the congestion in NL
• For initial situation in NL without application of IVA no potential of redispatching in NL at all, as all available power plants are at their maximum limit
• With application of IVA export of NL reduced which allows RD in NL to further relieve the congestion (next to effect of capacity reduction)
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects
Case study BD20220830_H22

- Final FB domain without IVA from DAVinCy TSOs (2-dimensional cut CZ→FR / BE→FR)
Explanation of selected DAVinCy aspects
Case study BD20220830_H22

- Final FB domain with IVA share to shift substitute CNECs to the vertex

Substitute CNEC approach will not be needed for Coordinated Validation, as it is allowed to apply CVA on any CNEC.

Limited impact of angle difference between foreign vertex CNECs and substitute CNECs on FR import capacity from CZ and BE

Note: IVA applied due to several vertices of the domain. Vertices are not visible in the 2-dimensional cut, because for each vertex, the net positions of the bidding zones not shown in the cut differ from each other and from the assumptions in the cut.
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Case study BD20220830_H22

• Final FB domain with complete IVA needed to avoid operational security violations

It is mostly the IVA share used for contraction of the domain, that impacts FR import capacity.

Note: IVA applied due to several vertices of the domain. Vertices are not visible in the 2-dimensional cut, because for each vertex, the net positions of the bidding zones not shown in the cut differ from each other and from the assumptions in the cut.
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Envisaged improvements

• The DAVinCy TSOs are committed to performing Individual Validation in line with operational security requirements and all other stipulations of the DA CCM
  • New features or modified parameters often imply a decision as to the balance of operational security and the goal to maximise capacity
  • The DAVinCy TSOs aim at a well-balanced parameterization
  • Requests for less reductions must always be weighed against the consequence of overlooking even just a single relevant threat to operational security
  • Cf. situation on BD 17/12/2022, when only the DAVinCy TSOs discovered a severe flaw in the DA CC inputs and stipulated reductions that afterwards were agreed to be necessary by all Core TSOs

• Recent improvements comprise, inter alia
  • Introduction of lighter fallback (RAM ≥ 20% · F_{max} & LTA inclusion)
  • Consideration of countertrading DK1-DE (non-Core border)
  • Consideration of cross-zonal redispacth with CH (non-Core border)
  • Avoidance or mitigation of IVA due to unrealistic vertices (implementation under review as of 23/01/2023, deploy expected soon)
    • Concept: When the market would need to dispatch (almost) all available generators in a DAVinCy bidding zone to reach the analysed vertex of the domain, the vertex is deemed unrealistic (in terms of the extent of cross-zonel exchange), and the assessment stops before reaching the vertex – unless the Core Net Position Forecast suggests a net position close to that of the vertex

• Further improvements are under investigation
Individual validation approach Elia

1. How are the circumstances selected?

- **Pre-filtering**: filter from all vertices those closest to NPF with uncertainty interval P99. Closest = weighted Euclidian distance based on representative PTDFs.

\[ d = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} PTDF_i \times (\text{Vertex}_i - \text{NPF})^2} \]

- **ALEGrO**: create 2 groups in the pre-filtered vertices, using Min and Max NP of ALEGrO as key parameter.

- **Adaptable scenario framework**: select from these 2 groups the vertices corresponding to the scenario’s chosen for validation
  - Closest to NPF
    - Maximum import FR+BE (winter)
    - Maximum south > north exchanges (summer)
Individual validation approach Elia
1. How are the circumstances selected?

Source NPF = Coreso, which was improved with integration of ALEGro

- Weighted distance to the NPF is weighted with P95 PTDFs (i.e. z2z with BE) over all presolved CNECs of previous month (rolling window; in fact no adaptation is made when it doesn’t change a lot)

\[ d = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} PTDF_i \times (MCP_i - NPF_i)^2} \]

→ In this way the distance favorizes bidding zones with a high impact (big PTDF) on Belgian CNECs but on which the forecast error might be bigger. → **Due to the too low PTDFs, the NPs of CZ, HR, HU PL, RO, SI, SK are excluded in the selection.**
Individual validation approach Elia

2. How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
Individual validation approach Elia

2. How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
3. Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?

• Perform an AC loadflow in PowerFactory software on the selected vertices. In case of congestions, attempt to solve with remedial actions:
  • PST taps:
    • Preventive: +8 / -8
    • Curative around preventive: additional 2 taps – proxy to ensure that temporary overload limits are not breached
  • National RD potential: CCGT & offshore wind
  • Topological: PowerFactory unit commitment module is not capable to process topological RAs. This is expected to be integrated into a future version of the software (1-2 years from now)
  • Cross-border RD potential: not applied as this is for the full coordinated validation phase

• Local RAO minimizes the highest overload on CNECs. In case of remaining congestion, capacity reduction (IVA: individual validation adjustment) is applied. To minimize congestion, the RAO can shift congestion around between CNECs and therefore:
  • IVA can occur on non pre-solved BE CNECs from the intermediate domain
  • IVA can occur on CNECs with no virtual RAM
Assumptions on costly remedial actions

- **Criteria 0: local RAO thus only national RD potential**

- **Criteria 1: level of coordinability**
  - Include: coordinable units (example: CCGTs) & specific limited-coordinable units (offshore wind)
  - Exclude: limited-coordinable (example: nuclears, Zandvliet Power) & non-coordinable (historically these are units < 25 MW)
  - Justification: need ability for both upwards and downwards potential. Limited coordinable units typically only downwards potential

- **Criteria 2: size of production unit**
  - Include: production units => 50 MW
  - Exclude: production units < 50 MW (example: turbojets, small WKKs, small GTs, onshore wind)
  - Justification: finding an efficient / doable solution. Using too many widespread small units increases quickly complexity (+ coordination on DSO level) whilst their contribution to reduce congestion in 380kV grid will be limited

- **Criteria 3: efficiency criterion**: Exclude during the costly RA optimisation in the local RAO, the tool assesses the efficiency of the possible RAs. In case it’s efficiency is below 10%, the RD option will not be used. Example: if a change in setpoint of the considered unit of 10MW reduces the to-be solved overload with less than 1 MW, it will not be selected.
  - Justification: finding an efficient and doable solution.

- **Criteria 4: exclude pump-storage power plants (e.g. Coo & Plate Taille)**
  - Justification: RD bids are difficult to forecast as depending on energy level. Also the RAO works on per MTU basis as modeling temporal effects would make it too complex to run

- **Criteria 5: wind curtailment is limited to 420 MW as proxy for limit on upward RD potential**
  - Justification
    - In D-2 uncertainty on available upward RD potential
    - Setting a limit on RD potential that is locally decided upon makes sense as after market coupling such decision is to be taken through coordination
Individual validation approach Elia

4. How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?

- RAM to be finally reduced for a CNEC in case of remaining overloads

1. Branch before 70% minRAM application $\text{RAM}_{\text{@vertex}} < 0$
2. Branch secure following security analysis performed in validation process
3. Branch after 70% minRAM application $\text{RAM}_{\text{@vertex}} > 0$
4. In case $\text{RAM}$ for the branch would result after IVA application into $<20\%$, IVA is capped so that 20% $\text{RAM}$ is given
Individual validation approach Elia

5. Fallbacks: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it

**Vertex selection fails**
- One or Multiple consecutive MTUs ➔ No RAO for concerned MTUs as no scenario's can be selected ➔ Concerned MTUs labelled as failed RAO (and processed like described below)

**RAO fails**
- In case of failure for 1 MTU ➔ spanning (same principle as for FD) for these CNECs
- In case of failure for multiple consecutive MTUs ➔ minRAM for Core exchanges adapted to 20% for the concerned MTUs
- In case of a CNEC missing in RAO merge results ➔ minRAM for Core exchanges adapted to 20% for the concerned CNEC

**Communication**
- Done via the justification field (PuTo Core CCR (jao.eu))
Individual validation approach Elia

6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

Circumstance selection

Adaptable scenario framework

Pre-filtering was implemented based on P99 distance

Alegro creates 2 groups

Relevant hub NPs as PTDFs on BE CNECs are biggest for those hubs

Selection of the relevant scenario from the Adaptable scenario framework
Individual validation approach Elia

6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

**Assessing operational security**

Most critical scenario: DistanceNPF (Alegro: DE>BE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hour</th>
<th>CNE Element name</th>
<th>CO Base</th>
<th>Loading without RAs [%]</th>
<th>Overload without RAs [MW]</th>
<th>Loading with pRAs [%]</th>
<th>Overload with pRAs [MW]</th>
<th>Loading with pRAs+cRAs [%]</th>
<th>Overload with pRAs+cRAs [MW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>380.52 DOEL-LIEFKENSHOEK</td>
<td>380.25 DOEL-ZANDVLIET</td>
<td>152.1</td>
<td>808.4</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>132.7</td>
<td>103.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Individual validation approach Elia

6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

Assessing operational security

- RAs allow to reduce the initial overload seen
  - Costly (RD) and non-costly RAs (PSTs) are considered
  - Preventive and curative RAs are considered
- PST tap changes
  - allowed for reducing the initial overloads from 808MW to 144,7MW
  - this assumes that there is no impact X-border → risk on not being applicable in RT
- Redispatch (RD)
  - allowed for further reducing overloads with 12MW when applying 576MW of RD
  - The congested grid element is in a grid area where internal RD (international RD cannot be applied in individual validation) is not efficient
  - Remark: grid elements close to offshore wind power generations seems to be much more relevant for internal RD

→ There is an added value for having a (more) coordinated validation

→ Overloads remain: in the end after preventive RAs applied there still remains 53,4MW
Individual validation approach Elia

6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

**Turning operational security violations into IVAs?**

![Diagram showing IVA Creation with example CB Name and Overloads Overview]

- CNE(C) for which an overload seen is turned into IVA
- CNE(C) out of service in the grid for that BD
Individual validation approach Elia

6. Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)

Turning operational security violations into IVAs?

PuTo Core CCR (jao.eu)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>CNEC Name</th>
<th>TSO Name</th>
<th>Returned Branch</th>
<th>CVA (MW)</th>
<th>IVA (MW)</th>
<th>Justification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023-01-24</td>
<td>Y-DOEL (-LILLO - MERCATOR)</td>
<td>Elia</td>
<td></td>
<td>380.52 / DOEL - ZANDVLIET 380.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>IVA applied due to unsolvable overloads; RO = -1750 ; FR = -1266 ; NL = 3118 ; HU = -2983 ; BE = 2202 ; AT = -3695 ; CZ = -5384 ; SK = 5731 ; DE = 911 ; HR = 2413 ; SI = -803 ; DE_AL = -1000 ; BE_AL = 1000 ; PL = 1504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case RAM for the branch would result after IVA application into <20%, IVA is capped so that 20% RAM is given (when looking into PuTo, it's clear this was needed here)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>CNEC_Name</th>
<th>Contingency Name</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>F_max</th>
<th>R_amar_justification</th>
<th>minRAM_targ et_Core %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2023-01-24</td>
<td>Y-Doel (-Lillo - Mercator) 380.52</td>
<td>Doel - Zandvliet 380.25</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>1552</td>
<td>LFcalc = 61,81% ; LFaccept = 12,65% ; MACZT(MCCC + MNCC) = 20,84% ; MNCC_UK = -0,36%</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanation of MAVIR validation

Summary

1. How are the circumstances selected?
   
   *For all CBCOs, MoPs are calculated meaning the most loading point in case of realistic market outcome.*
   
   *The CBCOs with overload (>90%) are selected. Realistic market outcomes are defined based on analysis of the historical reference program and MCP differences. Circumstances are domain parts in the validation procedure, not only selected vertices.*

2. How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
   
   *Operational security is assessed by 90.5% limit for the Hungarian CBCOs, as FRM is always set to 10%. 0.5% extra margin is used to avoid numerical uncertainties coming from rounded data.*

3. Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?
   
   *RAs are considered indirectly by the operators. Operators have different tooling such as contingency analysis based on the uct-CGM-s in selected point of the domain, or visualisation.*

4. How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?
   
   *In the first step some parts (sections) of the domain are defined to be critical. IVAs are calculated to minimise Euclidean movement of the shifted CBCOs. Only one CBCO is shifted for a defined critical section.*
5. **Fallbacks**: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it?

   *If any calculation procedure is failed, the following equations determine the IVA. The fallback is reported in the validation file.*

   \[
   IVA = F_{\text{max}} - FRM + AMR + LTA_{\text{margin}} - F_{\text{ltamax}}, \quad \text{if } D(\text{ref prog}, \text{cbco}) = \frac{\sum PTDF_z RP_z - (F_{\text{max}} - FRM - F_{0\text{core}})}{\sqrt{\sum z^2 PTDF_z^2}} \leq 500 \text{ MW}
   \]

6. **Show an example / case study / some figures (this to enhance understanding, as well as to demonstrate that RAs are being used)**

   *Next slides are prepared for explanation of the whole validation method in details, where equations are fully given and figures help the understanding.*

7. **Envisaged improvements**: optional, in case you have further developments of your local tool planned

   *The validation method are continuously improved based on the experiences. Four main branches are studied:*
   
   1) **considering redispatch and de facto GLSKs,**
   2) **improving the definition of market realistic environment,**
   3) **considering inner network elements,**
   4) **decrease the amount of applied IVA by avoiding redundant shifts.**
Key elements of MAVIR IVA methodology

- Criticality assessment:
  - CBCOs are analysed and denoted to be critical (not the (clustered) vertices)
  - For each critical CBCOs, a market outcome is determined that results in its highest overload.
- IVA values are determined to minimise the Euclidean movement of shifted elements
  - Hence the volume of the domain remains the largest.
  - Segments of the domain are defined to be critical (for any CBCOs), algorithm excludes these domain-segments only and fully.
- Redispactch is not critical in Hungary, only manually applied by operators currently.
  - Still the automatic consideration of RD has been elaborated, and is currently under development.

Assumptions

- LTA domain can be also considered, but now only AMR domain is validated.
- Net position forecast gives proper reference program

Steps

1. Determine CBCOs that might be overloaded in domain ("seems to be critical")
2. Select CBCOs that can be overloaded by a realistic market outcome ("proved to be critical")
3. Define segments of domain where market outcomes would overload and must be excluded.
4. Calculate IVA resulting the least Euclidean movement of shifted elements but excluded all the defined critical segments.
1. Determine CBCOs “seem to be critical”

CBCO seems to be critical, if there is a clustered vertex of the AMR domain where it is overloaded.

Illustration

- Clustered domain is obviously smaller than the whole AMR domain.
- All CBCOs are checked in all vertices.
  - CBCO1 is critical (>90%) in V1 and V2
  - CBCO2 seems to be critical (>80%) in V4, it is critical in grey vertices excluded.
  - Other CBCOs do not seem to be critical.
1. Determine CBCOs “seem to be critical”

CBCO seems to be critical, if there is a clustered vertex of the AMR domain where it is overloaded.

Goal

- Application of fast procedures to decrease the number of CBCOs to check in the next step.
- Not all CBCOs that seem to be critical will be proved to be critical. It depends on the probability of the relevant market outcome.

Definition

- One CBCO seems to be critical, if:

\[
\frac{F_{\text{cne},0\text{core}} + \max flow_{\text{cne}}}{F_{\text{max}}} > 80\%
\]

where

\[
\max flow_{\text{cne}} = \max_{v \in F_{320}} \left( \sum_{z} PTDF_{\text{crit},z} np_{v,z} \right)
\]

Method

- Computational complexity is low, only matrix production and maximum search are used.

Notes

- Most of the CBCO do not seem to be critical, usually only 3-5% percent of them.
- None of the vertices are used in the later steps.
- For the sake of simplicity 10% FRM is supposed in the example for all CBCOs, therefore the normal criticality limit would be 90%. However 80% limit is applied to avoid the uncertainty coming from vertices being clustered.
2. Determine CBCOs “proved to be critical”

CBCO is proved to be critical, if there is a realistic market outcome in which it is overloaded.

**Illustration**

- Range of realistic market outcomes is only a part of the domain (orange dashed line)
- The realistic intervals of Core zone are different
- For each CBCO seems to be critical, the MOP\(^1\) is determined, that is a realistic market outcome and most overloading the CBCO.
  - CBCO1 is proved to be critical (>90%) in MOP\(^1\)
  - CBCO2 is proved to be not critical (<90%) in MOP\(^2\).
- Redispatch potential can be also taken into consideration by using LSP\(^2\) instead of MOP.
  - LSP is similarly to MOP, but considering nodal capacity limits.

\(^1\) most overloading point
\(^2\) last safe point
2. Determine CBCOs “proved to be critical”

CBCO is proved to be critical, if there is a realistic market outcome in which it is overloaded

**Goal**
- Applying precise procedure to evaluate the criticality of each CBCOs seem to be critical.
- Realistic market outcomes are determine on historical differences between reference program (RP) and MCP.

**Definition**
- One CBCO is proved to be critical, if:

\[
\frac{F_{\text{cneq,0core}} + \maxflow_{\text{cneq}}}{F_{\max}} > 90\%
\]

Where objective is
\[
\maxflow_{\text{cneq}} = \max \left( \sum_z PTDF_{\text{cneq},z} np_z \right)
\]

subject to
\[
\forall p \in \{\text{presolved CBCOs}\}: \sum_z PTDF_{p,z} np_z \leq \text{RAM}_p + \text{AMR}_p, \quad \sum_z np_z = 0, \quad \text{RP}_z - \Delta D_z \leq np_z \leq \text{RP}_z + \Delta D_z
\]

in case of LSP:
\[
\sum_{n \epsilon HU} n_i = np_{HU}, \quad p_{\text{min,n}} \leq n_i \leq p_{\text{max,n}}
\]

\(\Delta D_z\) is the 95% percentile of historical absolute error of reference program in case of zone \(z\):

**Method**
- LP solver for each CBCO seems to be critical.

**Notes**
- IVA will be calculated only for CBCOs that are proved to be critical.
3. Define segments to be excluded with IVA.
Segments contain all possible market outcomes that results overload on any CBCO proved to critical.

Illustration
- Each point in the yellow area is inside the presolved CBCOs AND outside of the safe area of CBCO1 proved to be critical.
- Each point in the green area is also inside the presolved CBCOs BUT not outside of any CBCOs proved to be critical. (CBCO2 is only “seems to be critical”)
- Only the yellow segments should be excluded!
3. Define segments to be excluded with IVA.

Segments contain all possible market outcomes that results overload on any CBCO proved to critical.

Goal

- Define the smallest required parts of domain to exclude.

Definition

- Critical segments are actually domains defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
    \sum_z np_z &= 0 \\
    \forall p \in \{\text{presolved CBCOs}\}: 
    \sum_z PTDF_{p, z} np_z &\leq RAM_p + AMR_p \\
    \exists c \in \{\text{CBCOs proved to be critical}\}: 
    \sum_z PTDF_{c, z} np_z &\geq RAM_c
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Notes

- Critical segments are defined per CBCO proved to be critical.
- In case of more CBCOs, critical segments may be overlapping.
4. Calculate IVA resulting the least Euclidean movement

Objective is minimum of movements of shifted elements but exclude all the defined critical segments.

Illustration

- Three solutions exist to exclude the critical segments
  - IVA1: remove the AMR
  - IVA2, IVA3: need more IVA
- Minimising the Euclidean movement is not the same problem as minimising the sum of IVA
  - Minimum IVA: shift green CNEC
  - Minimum distance: shift yellow CNEC

CBCOs seems to be critical

CBCOs proved to be critical

Domain segments to exclude

IVA least decrease the size of domain
4. Calculate IVA resulting the least Euclidean movement

Objective is minimum of movements of shifted elements but exclude all the defined critical segments.

Goal

- Decrease the domain as less as required: find largest one that does not contain any critical segments.

Definition

- Solve the optimization problem:

\[
\min \left( \sum_s \frac{IVA_s}{|PTDF_s|} \right)
\]

subject to

\[ \exists s \in \{\text{shiftable CBCOs}\}, \quad \forall np \in \{\text{critical segments}\} : \]

\[ \sum_z PTDF_{s,z} np_z \geq RAM_s + AMR_s - IVA_s \]

Method

- Robust optimization of MILP problem
- Shiftable CBCOs: where IVA is allowed to be applied.
  - All MAVIR CNECs with maxzone2zonePTDF > 5% (critical CNECs might be not shiftable, e.g. MNEC)
- As the problem easily becomes extreme large, it is always decomposed to subproblems
  - Not overlapping critical segments are solved separately
  - Only a few CBCOs nearly parallel to the critical CBCO are defined to be shiftable

Notes

- Not the sum of IVA, but the Euclidean movements is minimised.
- Only one CNEC is shifted to exclude a critical segment
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Individual Validation Tool introduction

SEPS, ELES, HOPS, TEL, PSE use PERUN4V validation tool developed by TSCNET
- The tool is used by five Core TSOs listed above. However, there is no common individual validation among Perun4V TSOs;
- The tool works with vertices and uses RAO optimization module (with costly & non-costly remedial actions available);
- Tool is fully automatized without any intervention from the operator’s side;
- Calculations are independently done by each TSO and options used can also differ from one TSO to another (e.g., operators can adjust setting before performing individual validation).

General description of the approach
- The main goal is to ensure that selected scenario does not lead to overloading of the CNECs considered in FB DA CC;
- In order to minimize application of IVA, available remedial actions are used;
- There are no additional elements considered in the local validation compared to the list provided for FB DA CC;
- IVA is applied purely in order to solve congestions on CNECs that are part of the CNEC list.
  - SEPS, PSE, HOPS, TEL do not apply IVA on substituted CNECs in order to solve congestions on other CNECs.
**Perun4V tool for Individual Validation**

Grafical overview of the process

1. **Load-flow (CGM shift)**
2. **RAO optimization**
3. **IVA calculation based on remaining overloads**
4. **IVA file creation F310**
5. **IVA file provision to CC process**

- CBCORA, Vertices, GLSK, Intermediate domain, CGM, Refprog, Remedial Actions
- SEPS, PSE, HOPS, TEL, ELES
Perun4V tool for Individual Validation

Steps applied during the individual validation

Data pre-processing

- Perun4V considers Intermediate FB domain and selected vertices as the main input for validation;
- CGM after NRAO optimization is used as an input for load-flow calculation;
- Rest of the inputs are either available in CC Tool or available locally at TSO side (e.g., file with potentially available remedial actions).

1. How are the circumstances selected?

- "Closest vertex": Lowest weighted Euclidian distance of NPs from RefProg;
- Weighting factors are considered in order to assess the change of NP for BZs more realistically;
- One vertex is usually considered during validation, but multiple scenarios can be checked based on a selection of a subset of the vertices or by manually choosing the vertices to be assessed.

TSOs are considering in the validation tool the following circumstances:

- ELES: 1 vertex per TS, chosen as the “Closest vertex”, based on the Euclidian distance
- HOPS: 1 vertex per TS, chosen as the “Closest vertex”, based on the Euclidian distance
- PSE: 1 vertex per TS, chosen as the “Closest vertex”, based on the Euclidian distance
- SEPS: Single “Closest vertex” chosen based on the Euclidian distance
- TEL: 1 vertex per TS, chosen as the “Closest vertex”, based on the Euclidian distance
2. How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?
   - Once the evaluated vertex is selected, the CGM is shifted to that particular vertex and potential operational security is evaluated;
   - A load-flow computation is run to show potential congestions that are stemming from the selected vertex;
   - Remedial actions are considered during this evaluation in order to minimize IVA application. Perun4V contains an automated RA optimizer similar to the one used in DA CC, which also allows the usage of redispatch based on the availability of RAs;
   - If available remedial actions are not sufficient to ensure grid security, IVA is calculated based on the observed remaining overloads only on CNECs.

3. Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?
   - TSOs use the following types of RAs:
     - ELES: Topological measures (There is no redispatch nor PSTs in our grid)
     - HOPS: Topological measures (mainly), RD (if available, but mostly not used due to limited redispatching activation potential), no PSTs RA in the grid
     - PSE: PST (PSE full range, 50Hz range according to the F431), RD, topo RA
     - SEPS: Topological measures (There is no redispatch nor PSTs in our grid)
     - TEL: PST, Topological, RD
4. How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?

IVA calculation

- Perun4V offers three possible ways to calculate IVA values:
  1. \( IVA = \text{max}(\text{-RAM}_\text{afterRAO}_\text{Vi} + \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold}, 0) \)
  2. \( IVA = \text{-RAM}_\text{afterRAO}_\text{Vn} - \text{RAM}_\text{afterRAO}_\text{Vi} + \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} \)
  3. \( IVA = \text{-PTDF} \cdot (\text{NP}_\text{Vn} - \text{NP}_\text{Vi}) - \text{RAM}_\text{afterRAO}_\text{Vi} + \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} \)

  where
  \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} \) is a value by which the IVA is lowered and is configurable by each TSO (TSOs could accept in this case a certain level of overload)
  
  \( \text{Vi} \) is the selected vertex for validation
  
  \( \text{Vn} \) is the final secured vertex

- TSOs apply the following formulas and configurable threshold:
  
  - ELES: \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} = 40 \text{ MW} \); IVA calculation - formula 3;
  - HOPS: \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} = 0 \) (from 2023, 6MW); IVA calculation - formula 3;
  - PSE: \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} = 0 \); IVA calculation - formula 1;
  - SEPS: \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} = 50 \text{ MW} \); IVA calculation - formula 1;
  - TEL: \( \text{CC}_\text{val}_\text{threshold} = 0 \); IVA calculation – formula 1.

Theoretical example of IVA calculation using the 1st formula for a CNEC_i.

- \( \text{RAM}_\text{beforeRAO}_\text{Vi} = \text{-80MW} \)
- \( \text{RAM}_\text{afterRAO}_\text{Vi} = \text{-30 MW} \)
- \( IVA = \text{max}(\text{-(-30)} + 0, 0) = 30 \text{ MW} \) (in this case CC_val_threshold is 0)
Perun4V tool for Individual Validation

Steps applied during the individual validation

5. Fallbacks: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it

- Fallback is applied when there is an issue encountered in Perun4V and the tool does not provide any results or provides unfeasible results;
- In case an issue is encountered in the optimizer, TSOs have the possibility to not use it and assess the operational security without considering remedial actions.
- If tool does not work at all, TSOs apply the following fallbacks:
  - ELES: reduce virtual capacity to zero: IVA = AMR – CVA
  - HOPS: uses a local fallback tool with 4 options that can be applied. HOPS mainly applies a statistical approach in necessary cases;
  - PSE: 5%minRAM for Core exchanges
  - SEPS: 20%minRAM for Core exchanges;
  - TEL: 20%minRAM for Core exchanges.
- If fallbacks are applied, TSOs communicate this in the "justification" tab available in the IVA file. The justification are then available on the JAO Publication Tool under "Validation Reductions". TSOs communicate the following:
  - ELES: via justification used directly in the CCCt GUI as: "Local validation tool failed. Fallback applied"
  - HOPS: via justification created in the local fallback tool as: "Fallback applied"
  - PSE: via justification used directly in the CCCt GUI as: "Individual Validation Tool failed. Applying bulk reductions"
  - SEPS: via justification used directly in the CCCt GUI as: "Local validation tool failed. Fallback applied"
  - TEL: via justification used directly in the CCCt GUI as: "Local validation tool failed. Applied fallback method for IVA.". This is available on JAO Publication Tool under "Validation Reductions" tab.

6. Envisaged improvements:

- Tool is working as expected, improvements can be done usually for more flexibility in the validation step:
  - Improvement in formulas 2 and 3 for searching the minimum step of lowering the vertex;
  - Integration of newest IVA file format for justifications of applying IVA;
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Example of applying available RAs in TEL grid

BD 20230201 TS 10:00

Extract from the reports resulting from running the local validation tool:

Amount of RAs available for TS 10:00:
- 2 PSTs;
- RD RDP+: 760 MW;
- RD RDP-: 1454 MW.

TEL is mainly relying on RD potential to solve congestions on CNECs. On the next slide there is an example on the way RD used to manage congestions.

In the end, the remaining overloads are translated into IVAs on CNECs.

IVA Calculation:

IVA = max(-RAM_afterRAO_Vi + CC_val_threshold, 0)
CC_val_threshold = 0

In the end: IVA = -RAM_afterRAO_Vi if this RAM<0
Perun4V tool for Individual Validation
Example of applying available RAs in TEL grid
RTE individual validation

Introduction

This document explains how RTE validation process works, based on the set of questions described in the introduction of this document.

That being said, it is important to give some context about other aspects of the capacity calculation concepts, as they are tightly related to strategy made in individual validation. This is the purpose of the introduction slides.
RTE individual validation
Introduction

For RTE, the grid capacities rely mostly on the topological remedial actions. Those actions can be either:
- Preventive
- Curative
  - Those ones can be applied in case of N-1.
    - After N-1 and before application of CRA, the flow can exceed the PATL (Permanent Admissible Transmission Limit) for 10min max and up to the TATL (Transitory Admissible Transmission Limit)
    - After 10min and application of CRA, the flow shall be below the PATL.

The management of topological remedial actions is not taken into account to its full potential with the current Core framework
- Back in CWE, RTE operators were setting finely the association between each CNEC and RAs. As a result RTE branches were rarely limiting the market (16 timestamps in 2020).
- This is not the case anymore in Core, where only the Core NRAO defines those CNEC-RA associations, provided the CNEC is selected by the NRAO objective function. Unfortunately, as an order of magnitude the Core NRAO focuses on RTE’s CNEC only 2% of TS (vs 100% in CWE especially for CRAs application thanks to a simple association between CNEC and CRA provided as an input by the operator).
- Nevertheless the 70%minRAM & the individual validation phases are then a chance to increase capacities, but it is much more complicated and less efficient to include the remedial actions at the latest stage of capacity calculation during the validation phase than natively.

As a result, RTE developed a 2-steps approach:
- Before validation phase: optimization of PRA during D2CF creation
- During validation phase: taking into account the PRA+CRA as best as possible to solve constraints
The IGM creation is an opportunity to increase capacities, setting topological PRAs based on market outcomes of the previous days (eg. limiting branches)

- The PRAs are set based on market outcomes of the previous days (eg. limiting branches)
- The CRAs must not be included into the grid model, because different N-1 can lead to concurrent CRAs

Day 1: no PRA in D2CF

Day 2: PRA (2 nodes) activated based on past MC outcome, which can reduce the flow by one hundred MW on a (tie)line
This slide focuses on how individual validation process works.

- **How are the circumstances selected?**
  - Circumstances selected are the vertices where the application of AMR can lead to a significant negative RAM on a CNEC.

- **How is operational security assessed for these circumstances?**
  - Overloads on CNECs are assessed.

- **Which RAs are used to avoid reductions, and how is their impact assessed?**
  - Based on choices made in IGM modelling (explained in the slides before), Preventive Remedial Actions have already been taken into account in the calculations. Only the Curative Remedial Actions that have not been already used by the common NRAO can be used to decrease the congestions; at the moment they are taken into account as a static contribution; as an improvement, RTE is working on introducing a RAO in the validation phase to assess more finely this contribution.

- **How are identified operational security violations turned into IVAs?**
  - If the branch is a N-1 branch where no CRA was found by the Core NRAO, $\text{IVA}_{\text{init}} = \text{AMR} - \text{staticCRA}$ where staticCRA is a parameter defined statistically to take into account the additional margin relieved by CRA, as explained above.
  - If the branch is a N-1 with a CRA applied by the Core NRAO, the CRA is deemed efficient, then there is no remaining available actions to unload the branch, thus $\text{IVA}_{\text{init}} = \text{AMR}$.
  - N-state branches are deemed already optimized during the D2CF tuning (and eventually PRA enforcement by the Core NRAO), thus no more actions are available: $\text{IVA}_{\text{init}} = \text{AMR}$.
  - Above values are then restricted to guarantee 20%minRAM(MCCC): $\text{IVA}_{\text{final}} = \min(\text{IVA}_{\text{init}}, \text{round}(\max(\text{AMR-}\text{CVA}-\max(20\%\text{Fmax}-(\text{Fmax}-\text{FRM}-\text{F}_0\text{Core}), 0), 0)))$.

- **Fallbacks: when do you apply it, which capacities result from it, how do you communicate about it?**
  - The fallback is used when there is an IT issue in the local validation tool.
  - The capacities resulting for Core are at least 20% of the Fmax of the network elements.
  - A message is published on the TSO message board of the JAO website.
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Validation phase - numerical example

- N-1 branch not impacted by the NRAO
- $F_{\text{max}} = 2000\text{MW}$
- $\text{Min}(\text{RAM}@\text{circumstance}) = -60\text{MW}$ (on all selected circumstances inside the flow-based domain)
- $\text{AMR} = 70\text{MW}$
- $F_{0\text{Core}} = 100\text{MW}$
- $\text{FRM} = 200\text{MW}$

- Then, if $\text{staticCRA} = 50\text{MW}$, $\text{IVA} = 20\text{MW}$, which is smaller than the virtual margin applied on the branch (70MW), thanks to the assumption made on availability of CRA(s).